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when announced, the x-fi edge will be available in three sizes: 700c, 700c
x-fit, and 650b, although we know that we’ll be making thousands more
versions of these in the near future. all of our rims for the x-fi line will be

made of lightweight, alloyed carbon; carbon is used for two primary
reasons: to make a light wheel that's strong enough to take a hardcore
beating; and a wheel that’s as lightweight as possible. carbon is also a

high-tech material, great for wheels that travel a long way; but all of our
carbon rims are at least 3 or more times stronger than standard aluminum
wheelsets. the hubs on the x-fi edge have been an evolution of our proven
system of carbon hubs. the original x-factor series of hubs used a modified
version of our “quick-e,” which has since been narrowed down to a more
compact version of it. they have proven to be great performers, allowing
us to lessen the component count, but still retain the same performance.
the latest version of the x-factor hubs are a few tenths of a gram lighter
than our competition's hubs, while still preserving more than double the
durability of similar standard aluminum hubs. the adaptable pressure-

sensing tire pads on the x-fi edge are the best solution for this new
technology. x-factor’s current pads are one of our most popular pads and
are market-proven. these pads come in two versions, meaning that you
can switch between them when necessary. furthermore, all of our x-fi

pads have been tested against our competition's pads, and we've found
that even the pads with the highest sensitivity can cope with the more

aggressive tires required by our rims. 5ec8ef588b
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